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Abstract. A coarse resolution model is developed to study the thermohaline 
circulation of the North Atlantic. This model is driven by the annual mean Hellerman 
and Rosenstein wind stress field, Levitus sea surface restoring temperatures, and 
Schmitt, Bogden, and Dorman freshwater flux fields (mixed boundary conditions) 
together with various parameterizations of Arctic freshwater export into the North 
Atlantic. The model simulations indicate the existence of self-sustained, internal 
variability of the thermohaline circulation with a period of about 20 years. Associated 
with the variability is a large variation in the deep-water formation rate in the Labrador 
Sea and hence the poleward heat transport in the North Atlantic. It is shown that the 
variability is insensitive to the freshwater flux and wind forcing used and that the 
timescale for this thermally driven convective/advective oscillation is set by the cooling 
time of the Labrador Sea. The variability is robust to various parameterizations of 
Arctic freshwater export but may be suppressed if there is a strong freshwater flux 
through the Canadian Archipelago (or equivalently, large precipitation) into the 
Labrador Sea. The importance of topography, although poorly resolved in this coarse 
resolution study, is addressed and the results are compared with a coupled atmosphere- 
ocean simulation and observations taken over the North Atlantic. 

1. Introduction 

It has become apparent from long time series of climate/ 
climate proxy data, which have been analyzed in recent 
years, that the air-sea-ice climate system exhibits substantial 
variability on the decadal to interdecadal timescale. For 
example, global surface air temperatures [Ghil and Vautard, 
1991], sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies [Loder and 
Garrett, 1978; Kushnir, 1994], West African rainfall and the 
landfall of intense hurricanes on the U.S. coast [Gray, 1990], 
properties of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) formation 
[Lazier, 1980; Roeromich and Wunsch, 1984; Dickson et al., 
1988; Schlosser et al., 1991], temperature and salinity char- 
acteristics and circulation of the North Atlantic [Levitus, 
1989a, b, c, 1990; Greatbatch et al., 1991], Arctic sea ice 
extent [Mysak and Manak, 1989; Mysak et al., 1990], runoff 
from Eurasia [Cattle, 1985; Ikeda, 1990], and global sea level 
pressure [Krishnamufti et al., 1986] all exhibit signals of 
decadal/interdecadal timescale. While many of these studies 
have been restricted to relatively short time series, the 
Greenland ice core data of Hibler and Johnsen [ 1979], show 
a 20-year oscillation in the North Atlantic using oxygen 
isotope records spanning the years 1244-1971. 

The long timescale associated with this variability has led 
researchers to postulate that its source lies within the ocean, 
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in particular, the thermohaline circulation. Indeed, this 
hypothesis was originally put forward by Bjerknes [1964] in 
his attempt to explain decadal/interdecadal changes in long 
timeseries of SST in the subpolar North Atlantic [see also 
Bryan and Stouffer [1991]). 

Numerical ocean general circulation model (OGCM) sim- 
ulations in idealized basins have indicated the possibility of 
natural, internal variability of the thermohaline circulation 
under mixed boundary conditions [e.g., Weaver and Sa- 
rachik, 1991a, b; Winton and Sarachik, 1993] (also see 
Weaver and Hughes [1992] for a review). These boundary 
conditions reflect the fundamental difference in coupling of 
SST and sea surface salinity (SSS) between the ocean and 
the atmosphere. Under mixed boundary conditions the SST 
of the ocean model is restored to some apparent atmospheric 
temperature (or more commonly, a prescribed SST field) 
following the formulation of Haney [1971]. This boundary 
condition implies a specified timescale for the removal of 
SST anomalies and allows for the heat uptake/loss of the 
ocean to be dependent upon the ocean surface temperature. 
For salinity, where a specified timescale for the removal of 
SSS anomalies does not exist, it is more appropriate to 
specify a fixed salinity or freshwater flux, independent of the 
SSS. While these boundary conditions are admittedly crude, 
they do reflect the different nature of the observed SSS and 
SST coupling between the ocean and the atmosphere (see 
also Zhang et al. [1993]). 

Associated with the decadal/interdecadal thermohaline 
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variability found in the coarse resolution simulations of 
Weaver and Sarachik [1991a, b] were large changes in the 
poleward heat transport. The changes in heat transport 
corresponded directly to changes in the heat lost/gained to 
the overlying atmosphere at high latitudes, as the ocean 
stored little heat during the oscillation. Weaver et al. [1991] 
concluded that the existence of decadal/interdecadal vari- 

ability was linked to the existence of a large area of negative 
precipitation-evaporation (PE) at middle to high latitudes, 
together with freshwater gain further north. The meridional 
gradients in the freshwater flux-forcing field also had to be 
sufficiently strong so that the system was in a "haline 
dominant" regime. Weaver et al. [1991] suggested that when 
the thermohaline circulation was weak, it slowly passed 
through the region with negative PE, and hence the surface 
waters become more saline. A warm, saline surface anomaly 
then developed through convection and this anomaly was 
advected to the eastern boundary by the mean flow where it 
was convected to the deeper ocean (as in Weaver and 
Sarachik [1991b]), leading to the subsequent generation of a 
reverse cell which in turn caused the thermohaline circula- 

tion to intensify. The intensified thermohaline circulation 
passed rapidly through the evaporative region, and hence the 
surface waters did not become as saline. Deep water then 
formed at high latitudes until high-latitude freshening domi- 
nated and the thermohaline circulation slowed down. This 

whole process repeated itself with the advective timescale of 
the oscillation determined by the time taken for salinity and 
temperature anomalies, formed in the local evaporative 
region, to be advected to the northern boundary. 

The aforementioned studies used time-invariant surface- 

forcing fields (notice that the actual heat flux is time varying, 
while the restoring temperatures are fixed). In reality the 
oceanic surface forcing is not steady, as the atmosphere and 
ocean are continually interacting with each other on small 
space scales and timescales. Weaver et al. [1993] considered 
these interactions as stochastic perturbations of the back- 
ground forcing fields. They showed that the decadal/ 
interdecadal internal variability still persisted when a sto- 
chastic component was added to the freshwater flux-forcing 
field. They further concluded that the variability was deter- 
mined by the structure and strength of the mean freshwater 
flux field in relation to the mean thermal and wind-forcing 
fields. Furthermore, Myers and Weaver [1992] showed that 
seasonally varying surface forcing did not substantially alter 
the results. 

The OGCMs discussed above were largely restricted to 
idealized flat-bottom basins forced by zonally averaged 
restoring temperatures, idealized winds (with no meridional 
component), and PE fluxes diagnosed from equilibria ob- 
tained under restoring boundary conditions. A natural ques- 
tion which arises is as follows: Does this variability carry 
over to more realistic general circulation models (GCMs) 
which incorporate irregular coastlines, topography, and 
more realistic surface-forcing fields? The purpose of this 
paper is to present some simulations of the North Atlantic 
thermohaline circulation driven by annual mean [Levitus, 
1982] restoring temperatures, the annual mean [Schmitt et 
al., 1989] North Atlantic freshwater flux field, and the annual 
mean [Hellerman and Rosenstein, 1983] wind stress field. 

The outline of this paper is as follows: In section 2 the 
model and forcing fields are briefly described. The results 
from several experiments conducted in an idealized coarse 
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Figure la. Hellerman and Rosenstein's [1983] annual 
mean surface stress in dynes per square centimeter. The 
maximum vector shown corresponds to 1.5 dyn cm -2. 

resolution North Atlantic basin are then discussed in section 

3. Finally, a summary and comparison with Kushnir's [ 1994] 
SST data and Delworth et al.'s [1993] coupled ocean- 
atmosphere model results are presented in section 4. 

2. Description of the Numerical Model 
In this study we employ Cox's [1984] version of the 

Bryan-Cox OGCM with 3 ø x 3 ø horizontal resolution and 20 
vertical levels ranging in thickness from 50 m at the surface 
to 300 m at the bottom of the basin. The basin is assumed to 

be flat bottomed with a depth of 4020 m except in experi- 
ments T1-T3 where bottom topography is incorporated into 
the model. 

The surface wind stress forcing used is Hellerman and 
Rosenstein's [ 1983] annual mean North Atlantic data (Figure 
la), while the boundary condition employed on the model 
SST is a restoring condition to Levitus' [1982] annual mean 
climatology with a 50-day timescale (Figure lb). We used 
Schmitt et al.'s [1989] annual mean freshwater flux field 
[Figure lc] converted to a salt flux field (in grams of salt per 
square meter per second) according to the formula: 

poS o x PE 
Qs = , (1) 

syr 

where syr is the number of seconds in a year, PE is the 
freshwater flux with units of meters per year, and So is a 
constant reference salinity taken to be equal to the basin 
average salinity (35.12 practical salinity units (psu)) of the 
North Atlantic Ocean as calculated from Levitus' [1982] 
data. 

In order to parameterize Arctic freshwater export into the 
North Atlantic, we added either 0.0, 0.1, or 0.2 Sv of 
freshwater over the top 210 m at the northern boundary 
depending on the experiment. The residual between the net 
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evaporation from Schmitt et al.'s [1989] data less the fresh- 
water flux through the northern boundary was added as an 
additional freshwater source throughout the top 210 m at the 
equatorial boundary. This was done in order to keep the 
basin mean salinity constant throughout all integrations. 

Weaver and Sarachik [1991a, b] and Myers and Weaver 
[1992] showed that in flat-bottomed OGCM experiments the 
use of a split time-stepping procedure for the integration of 
the governing equations does not alter the low-frequency 
variability, provided the wind forcing is steady. Thus in 
order to speed up the convergence of the model, we used a 
2-hour timestep when integrating the barotropic vorticity 
and baroclinic velocity equations, while the tracer equations 
were integrated with a time step of 1 day or less (depending 
on the experiment). In the next section we quantitatively 
show that the use of this weak split time-stepping procedure 
does not affect our results by conducting two synchronous 
integration experiments. 

The vertical eddy viscosity and diffusivity were every- 
where set to 10.0 cm 2 s -• and 1.0 cm 2 s -• respectively, 
while the horizontal eddy viscosity and diffusivity were set 
to 1.5 x 109 cm 2 s -• and 1 x 107 cm 2 s -x, respectively, 
over the whole domain. Convection was parameterized 
implicitly as enhanced vertical diffusion according to the 
module of Cox [1984]. When the water column became 
statically unstable, the coefficient of vertical diffusivity was 
assigned a value of 10 4 cm 2 s -• . A list of the distinguishing 
characteristics of all 15 experiments is presented in Table 1. 

3. Results 

3.1. Discussion of the Variability 

In this section, attention is focused on experiment 1 in 
which there was no parameterization of Arctic fleshwater 
input into the North Atlantic (Table 1). Figure 2a shows the 
kinetic energy density of the model ocean throughout the 
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Figure lc. Annual mean freshwater flux field of Schmitt et 
al. [1989] in centimeters per year. 

3472 years of integration. What is readily evident from this 
time series is that the system very rapidly entered a limit 
cycle, the period of which is about 22 years (Figures 2b and 
2c). Over the course of the oscillation the poleward heat 
transport varied from a maximum of about 0.8 PW at 39øN to 
a minimum of 0.5 PW (Figure 3). This change was associated 
with the shutting off and turning on of deepwater formation 
at the northern boundary of the Labrador Sea. 

The two complete oscillations shown in Figures 2b and 2c 
were sampled every 2.74 years (i.e., every 1000, 1-day time 
steps) to produce three-dimensional fields. For the purpose 
of discussion we define the weak phase of the oscillation as 
the stage with the lowest basin mean kinetic energy and 
poleward heat transport (Figures 2b and 3; year 21.9). 
Conversely, we define the strong phase of the oscillation as 
the stage with the highest basin mean kinetic energy and 
poleward heat transport (Figures 2b and 3; year 38.3). An 
intermediate phase is also defined at year 32.9 in Figures 2b, 
2c, and 3. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the meridional overturning in the 
whole North Atlantic and the Labrador Sea region, respec- 
tively. Plots are shown at the weak phase (Figures 4a and 
5a), intermediate phase (Figures 4b and 5b) and strong phase 
(Figures 4c and 5c) of the oscillation. In the weak phase 
(Figures 4a and 5a) about 16 Sv of deep water forms, of 
which about 8 Sv forms in the Labrador Sea north of 63øN. 

Gradients in the stream function, and hence the vertical and 
meridional velocity are relatively weak at this phase in the 
oscillation; hence the energy of the system (Figure 2b) and 
the poleward heat transport (Figure 3; lines 8 and 16) are at 
a minimum. The ocean basin is also beginning to slowly 
uptake the heat which it lost in the rapid phase of the 
oscillation (Figure 2c). As the thermohaline circulation in the 
Labrador Sea intensifies (Figure 5b) so does the poleward 
heat transport (Figure 3) until deep-water formation is sud- 
denly triggered at the northern boundary of the Labrador 
Sea (Figures 4c and 5c). At this stage the thermohaline 
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Table 1. Characteristics of the 15 Experiments 

Experiment 

Arctic 

Flux, 
Sy 

Location of Restoring 
Arctic Flux Time Step Timescale, 
Application Topography Procedure Days 

PE Wind Internal Period of 

Forcing Forcing Variability Variability 

1 0.0 n/a flat A 50 yes yes yes 22 years 
S 1 0.0 n/a flat S 50 yes yes yes 22 years 
S2 0.0 n/a flat S 50 yes yes yes 22 years 
HI 0.0 n/a flat A 100 yes yes yes 21 years 

2 0.1 Labrador + flat A 50 yes yes no n/a 
GIN Seas 

3 0.2 Labrador + flat A 50 yes yes no n/a 
GIN Seas 

4 0.1 GIN Sea flat A 50 yes yes yes 17 years 
5 0.1 East Greenland flat A 50 yes yes yes 17 years 

Current 

T1 0.1 East Greenland full A 50 yes yes no n/a 
Current 

T2 0.1 East Greenland Dredge of A 50 yes yes yes 17 years 
Current Labrador Sea 

T3 0.1 East Greenland flat + full A 50 yes yes no n/a 
Current Labrador Sea 

F1 0.0 n/a flat A 50 no yes yes 22 years 
F2 0.0 n/a flat A 50 no yes yes 22 years 
F3 0.0 n/a flat A 50 no no yes 22 years 
F4 0.0 n/a flat A 50 no no yes 22 years 

Column 1 indicates the experiment number; columns 2, 3, and 4 give the parameterized Arctic freshwater flux, where the 
flux was applied, and the topography used, respectively. Column 5 states whether the integration proceeded synchronously 
(S) or asynchronously (A); column 6 gives the restoring temperature timescale rR; columns 7 and 8 indicate whether PE or 
wind forcing was used. The existence of any internal variability is indicated in column 9 and its period in column 10. Notice 
that experiments S1 and S2 are the same except for their initial conditions. Similarly, F1 and F2 and also F3 and F4 are the 
same except for their initial conditions. 
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-1 S-2) throughout the entire integration of experiment 1. 
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Figure 2b. Blowup of Figure 2a over the last 49 years of integration. Two complete 22-year period 
oscillations are resolved. 
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Figure 2c. Basin mean surface heat flux (in watts per square meter) during the last 49 years of integration 
of experiment 1. Two complete 22-year period oscillations are resolved. Positive contours indicate that the 
ocean is gaining heat. 
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Figure 3. Poleward heat transport in petawatts (PW = l0 is W) at 2.7-year intervals throughout the 49 
years shown in Figures 2b and 2c. The number n on each curve corresponds to 2.7 x n years along the 
x axis of Figures 2b and 2c. 

circulation is most intense (Figure 2b) as is its associated 
poleward heat transport (Figure 3; lines 6 and 14). Further- 
more, the heat which the ocean had gained over the previous 
13 years is rapidly lost to the overlying "atmosphere" 
(Figure 2c). 

To test whether or not the variability was sensitive to the 
use of the split time-stepping procedure (asynchronous inte- 
gration), two additional experiments were conducted. Ex- 
periment S 1 (Table 1) started with an initial condition taken 
at year 3422 of experiment 1. The model was then integrated 
for a further 200 years with a uniform time step of 5 hours. 
Notice that the removal of the nonlinear terms in the 

momentum equations eliminated one of the most restrictive 
numerical stability criteria, and hence we were able to use 
large baroclinic velocity and barotropic vorticity equation 
time steps. As was to be expected, the variability was 
unaffected. 

In experiment S2 we repeated experiment S1 but started 
off from a resting homogeneous ocean (with initial tempera- 
ture of 5øC and salinity of 35.12 psu). The model was 
integrated forward for 570 years. Once more the timescale, 
nature, and mechanism of the variability was unchanged 
(Table 1). 

3.2. Mechanism and Timescale of the Variability 

The discussion of the physical mechanism and timescales 
involved in the oscillation begins from the weakest phase of 
the oscillation. The mechanism for the oscillation is very 
different from that found by Weaver and Sarachik [1991b] 
and Weaver et al. [1991]. As we shall see in section 3.4 the 
variability is insensitive to the freshwater flux or wind- 
forcing field used. 

During the weak phase of the oscillation there is thermally 
driven deep convection all across the Labrador Sea (Figure 
6a) and hence there is a very weak east-west pressure 
gradient. Consequently the meridional geostrophic flow is 
weak at very high latitudes in the Labrador Sea so that there 
is no overturning there (Figure 5a). There is still a strong 
north-south pressure gradient due to the surface-restoring 
boundary condition on temperature (Figure 7a). Associated 
with this north-south pressure gradient is a zonal flow 
(Figure 8a), which converges at the western boundary of 
Greenland (near 62øN), where it causes sinking and a return 
deep-zonal flow below (Figure 9a). 

The meridional velocity field converges on the southwest- 
ern boundary of Greenland so that at this stage the main 
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Year 21.9 Total Overturning Streamfunction 
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Figure 4a. Weak phase of meridional overturning streamfunction for the whole North Atlantic basin for 
one particular oscillation. The year in the title corresponds to the x axis of Figures 2b and 2c. 
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Figure 4b. Same as Figure 4a but for the intermediate phase. 
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Year 38.3 Total Overturning Streamfunction 
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Figure 4c. Same as Figure 4a but for the strong phase. 
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Figure 5a. Same as Figure 4a but only for the Labrador Sea region of the model domain. 
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Figure 5b. 
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Same as Figure 4b but only for the Labrador Sea region of the model domain. 
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Figure 5c. Same as Figure 4c but only for the Labrador Sea region of the model domain. 
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Figure 6a. Horizontal section of potential temperature at 64.5øN at the weak phase of the oscillation. 
The year in the title corresponds to the x axis of Figures 2b and 2c. 
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Figure 6b. Same as Figure 6a but for the intermediate phase. 
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Figure 6c. Same as Figure 6a but for the strong phase. 

component of Labrador Sea overturning is formed between 
60 ø and 63øN (see Figures 5a and 9a). Notice that during the 
previous strong phase of the oscillation, warm, saline waters 
are brought into the Labrador Sea. The surface boundary 
conditions remove the SST anomalies faster than the SSS 

anomalies, and hence the net surface density gradient during 
the weak phase still increases as one progresses northward 
into the Labrador Sea, as temperature gradients dominate 
over salinity gradients. Since the SST and SSS are nearly 
zonally uniform and as convection is occurring to the bottom 
of the basin, there is only a very weak east-west pressure 
gradient in this weak phase so that deep water does not form 
at the northern boundary. Overturning in the "Greenland- 
Iceland-Norwegian Sea" (GIN Sea) now dominates the total 
overturning at high latitudes (Figure 4a). 

The surface-restoring boundary condition on temperature 
takes the form (in watts per square meter; positive Q r means 
heat out of the ocean): 

p oC•,Az • 
Qr= [T•(A, •b)- TL(A, •b)], (2) 

where T•(A, qb) is the upper ocean box (with thickness 
Az• = 50 m) temperature at longitude A and latitude 
Tr(A, qb) is the Levitus-restoring temperature (Figure lb), 
C•, is the specific heat at constant pressure (--•4000 Jkg -• 
øC-•), P0 is a reference density (-1000 kg m-3), and •'R = 
50 days is a restoring timescale. 

During the intermediate phase of the oscillation the warm, 
saline waters in the high-latitude region of the Labrador Sea 
are being cooled toward the Levitus climatological temper- 

ature. Since convection is occurring to the bottom of the 
basin in the Labrador Sea on a rapid timescale (H2/A•:v = 
1/2 year for a depth H = 4020 m and a vertical diffusivity 
ATV = 10 4 cm 2 s-l), condition (2) is equivalent to restoring 
the 4020 m deep basin to the surface value with an e-folding 
timescale of 11 years (assuming T• - Tr is constant). Thus 
during this 11-year period the entire northern region of the 
Labrador Sea is being cooled from top to bottom as is 
evident from Figure 7b. 

As the high-latitude region of the Labrador Sea is cooled 
the meridional surface pressure gradient increases since, as 
in the weak phase, temperature gradients dominate over 
salinity gradients. For example, Figure 7b shows that the 3øC 
isotherm is now at 60øN compared to about 67øN in Figure 
7a. Furthermore, the outcropping latitude of the 4øC iso- 
therm has hardly changed. This increasing meridional pres- 
sure gradient from years 21.9 to 32.9 implies an increasing 
zonal overturning which, through divergence (and hence 
upwelling) at the western boundary and convergence (and 
hence downwelling) at the eastern boundary, leads to an 
enhanced zonal pressure gradient and hence to an enhanced 
meridional overturning (Figures 4b and 5b). The surface and 
deep-velocity field at the intermediate phase (Figures 8b and 
9b) further illustrate the enhanced meridional flow. 

The timescale for the setup of the zonal pressure gradient 
is linked to the zonal overturning timescale in the Labrador 
Sea which, assuming a 10 cm s -• surface current (Figure 
8b), 1 cm s -• deep return flow (Figure 9b), and vertical 
velocities of the order of 0.01 cm s -• (Figure 10b) is about 4 
years. 
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Figure 7a. Meridional section of potential temperature for the weak phase of the oscillation at the first 
grid point (1.5 ø) off the western boundary of the model domain. The year in the title corresponds to the x 
axis of Figures 2b and 2c. 
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Same as Figure 7a but for the intermediate phase. 
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Figure 7c. Same as Figure 7a but for the strong phase. 
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As the meridional overturning begins to increase slightly 
at high latitudes, the cold and now fresh water starts to move 
slowly equatorward in a deep western boundary current 
(e.g., Figure 9b). Once this cold water has traveled a few 

Year 21.9 Velocity at Depth Z=25m 
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Figure 8a. Ho•zontal velocity at the top model level at the 
weak phase of the osc•lation. The year in the title co•e- 
sponds to the x axis of Figures 2b and 2c. 

degrees southward it suddenly shuts off convection from 
below at the western boundary (e.g., Figures 6b and 6c). 
This follows since the cold, fresh deep water is denser than 
the overlying warm, saline water. The zonal pressure gradi- 
ent is then further enhanced, and hence the overturning 
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Figure 8c. Same as Figure 8a but for the strong phase. Figure 9b. Same as Figure 8b but at a depth of 2970 m. 

strengthens even further. The timescale for the southward 
advection of this cold, fresh water is approximately 1 year, 
assuming an advective speed of 2 cm s-1 over a distance of 
600 km. 

Once convection is shut off in the west the overturning 
starts to increase rapidly and the cold, fresh high-latitude 
water mass is advected equatorward (in a deep western 
boundary current) and replaced by warm, salty water which 
originated in the surface waters at lower latitudes (Figure 
7c). This is now the strong phase of the oscillation when the 
system is most energetic (Figure 2b), the heat loss is greatest 
(Figure 2c), and the poleward heat transport is the strongest 
(Figure 3; lines 6 and 14). Deep water is now forming at the 

northern boundary of the Labrador Sea (Figures 5c and 10c), 
and the flow in the Labrador Sea is strongest and oriented 
meridionally. 

The timescale associated with the removal of the cold, 
fresh high-latitude water mass and its replacement by the 
warm, saline mass is linked to the overturning timescale in 
the Labrador Sea region. Assuming a 10 cm s- • surface flow 
(Figure 8c), a 3 cm s -1 deep flow (Figure 9c) over a distance 
of 25 ø (from the latitude where the western boundary current 
separates from the coast, 50øN (Figure 8c), to the northern 
boundary, 75øN), and a vertical velocity of 0.01 cm s -1 
(Figure 10c) this timescale is about 5 years. 

Since the deep basin of the Labrador Sea is now filled with 
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Figure 9c. Same as Figure 8c but at a depth of 2970 m. 
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Figure 10a. Vertical velocity at a depth of 3120 m (imme- 
diately below the horizontal velocity field shown in Figure 9) 
at the weak phase of the oscillation. The contour interval is 
2 x 10 -3 cm s -1 . The year in the title corresponds to the x 
axis of Figures 2b and 2c. 

warm, saline water, convection at the surface is induced to 
the bottom of the basin everywhere through cooling to the 
Levitus SST field. Hence the zonal pressure gradient which 
drives the enhanced thermohaline circulation is reduced and 

the whole process begins again. 
The total timescale of the oscillation according to the 

discussion above is as follows: (1) The timescale for the 
cooling of Labrador Sea is 11 years. (2) The timescale for 
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Figure 10b. Same as Figure 10a but at the intermediate 
phase. The contour interval is 3 x 10 -3 cm s -1 . 

Figure 10c. Same,as Figure 10a but at the strong phase. 
The contour interval is 2 x 10 -3 cm s -1 . 

Labrador Sea zonal overturning and the subsequent setup of 
meridional pressure gradient is 4 years. (3) The timescale for 
the equatorward advection of cold, fresh water in the deep 
western boundary current is 1 year. (4) The Labrador 
overturning timescale for the replacement of the cold, fresh 
water mass by the warm, saline water mass is 5 years. Hence 
the approximate total timescale is 21 years. This agrees fairly 
well with the period of 22 years found in the model solutions. 

It should be noted that the timescale for the cooling of the 
Labrador Sea does not scale linearly with •R. For example, 
in an additional run which was performed with •R = 100 
days instead of 50 days (experiment H1 in Table 1), the 
timescale of variability remained nearly the same (now 21 
years). This follows, since T• - TL in the region of the 
Labrador Sea, (2), was on average about twice as large as in 
the •'• = 50 days integration. The result was that (T• - 
TL)/•-•, and hence the heat flux out of the Labrador Sea, 
were similar in both integrations. The remainder of the 
mechanism was identical to that discussed above, although 
now deep-ocean temperatures were warmer. 

The SST anomaly is shown in Figures 1 l a, 1 lb, and 1 l c 
for the weak, intermediate, and strong phase of the oscilla- 
tion, respectively. From these figures it is once more clear 
that the variability is mainly constrained to the region of the 
western North Atlantic. In the weak, cooling phase of the 
oscillation the warm water left in the Labrador Sea from the 

previous rapid phase is evident (Figure 1 la). Further south a 
-0.5 ø negative temperature anomaly exists offshore, and to 
the west of this negative anomaly is a positive anomaly of 
about 0.4øC. As the Labrador Sea is cooled (Figure 1 lb) the 
thermohaline circulation intensifies, until the rapid warm 
phase of the oscillation occurs (Figure 1 lc). In this phase a 
-1.4øC SST anomaly exists immediately south of the Labra- 
dor Sea. 

It is relevant to point out that this SST anomaly structure 
and magnitude are very similar to the pattern of interdecadal 
SST anomaly observations shown by Kushnir [1994] as well 
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Figure 11a. Surface temperature anomaly in degrees Cel- 
sius corresponding to the weak phase of the oscillation. 
Dashed contours indicate negative temperature anomalies. 
The contour interval is 0.2øC. Notice that the anomaly is 
defined as a departure from the average SST over the typical 
oscillations shown in Figures 2b and 2c. 

as the pattern of SST anomalies between the strong and 
weak phase of the thermohaline circulation oscillations 
found in the coupled ocean-atmosphere GCM simulations of 
Delworth et al. [ 1993]. The magnitude is slightly higher in the 
present calculation partially because we have examined 
snapshots of SST anomalies instead of long-term averages. 
Furthermore, we have used a relatively crude surface cou- 

pling. One might speculate that a prognostic atmosphere 
would dampen the variability in a fully coupled integration. 

3.3. Role of Arctic Freshwater Forcing and Topography 

In experiments 2-5 a flux boundary condition was applied 
to the top 210 m of the northern boundary in order to 
parameterize a transport of freshwater from the Arctic. 
Table 1 summarizes the location and magnitude of the flux 
which was applied. In the two experiments (2 and 3) in which 
a freshwater source was added at the northern boundary of 
the Labrador Sea, the internal variability discussed in the 
last subsection was suppressed. The external freshening was 
so strong that it capped convection in the Labrador Sea so 
the aforementioned mechanism for the variability could not 
occur. One can view this Arctic freshwater flux into the 

Labrador Sea as either a crude parameterization of flux 
through the Camidian Archipelago or a strong perturbation 
to the precipitation field. Both phenomena have the effects of 
capping convection and inducing a weak halocline catastro- 
phe. In reality, a freshwater flux entering the Labrador Sea 
via Hudson or Davis Straits would tend to be confined to the 

coast in boundary currents. Only the leakage of these 
boundary current waters into the central Labrador Sea 
would affect convection. 

If instead of applying 0.1 Sv all along the northern bound- 
ary it was applied only in the "GIN Sea" region (experiment 
4) or only to the two grid boxes (6 ø ) next to the Greenland 
coast in the eastern North Atlantic (experiment 5), the variabil- 
ity still occurred although now on a slightly shorter 17-year 
timescale. The shorter timescale was associated with a more 

rapid overturning timescale (points 3 and 4 in the last section) 
in the Labrador Sea which in turn was perhaps linked to the 
increased salinity of the subtropical waters. In the case when 
Arctic freshwater was put directly into the East Greenland 
Current region, the SSS field (Figure 12a) did a fairly reason- 
able job of reproducing the climatological Levitus SSS field 
(Figure 12b) although it is clear that runoff from rivers such as 
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the Amazon and the St. Lawrence, outflow from marginal seas 
such as the Mediterranean, and cross-equatorial water mass 
transport should be incorporated if one expects Schmitt et al.'s 
[1989] PE fields to drive a more realistic ocean climatology. 
Adding additional runoff sources would also weaken the pa- 
rameterized equatorial freshwater flux (determined solely from 
the requirement of zero net salt input into the model domain) 
and hence increase the salinity in the subtropical waters. 
Notice also that the salinity maximum in the middle of the 
subtropical gyre is not as distinct as in reality. 

The role of bottom topography on the stability and vari- 
ability of the thermohaline circulation has also not been 
treated adequately. Most of the above uncoupled OGCM 
simulations assumed a flat ocean bottom. Moore and Reason 

[1993] suggest that some of the internal variability of the 
thermohaline circulation might be sensitive to the inclusion 
of bottom topography although it is not clear how well this 
topography is resolved in their 12-level model. In experi- 
ments T1-T3, bottom topography was incorporated into the 
model, the results of which are summarized in Table 1. 

In experiment T1, full topography (which was manually 
digitized onto our 3 ø by 3 ø grid and smoothed using a 5-point 
filter) was used in the North Atlantic model. The smoothing 
used on this topography (continental shelf regions with deep 
ocean) had the effect of making the Labrador Sea less than 
840 m deep everywhere. The net result was that the variabil- 
ity was suppressed. In experiment T2 the Labrador Sea 
region was dredged to be flat (4020 m deep), with full 
topography elsewhere in the domain. In this case the vari- 
ability reappeared with the same timescale and dynamics as 
in experiments 4 and 5. In the final experiment, T3, the 
topography in the Labrador Sea region was left alone and the 
rest of the ocean (with the exception of continental shelf 
regions) was dredged to be 4020 m deep. The internal 
variability was once more suppressed. 

The conclusions that one can draw from these experi- 
ments are limited. The Labrador Sea region is very poorly 
resolved (being only three tracer points wide) and hence the 
topography used was not representative of the region. Be- 
cause of smoothing of the topography the Labrador Sea 
ended up being far too shallow and hence deep convection, 
strong east-west pressure gradients, and a fully developed 
thermohaline circulation could not occur. Much finer reso- 

lution horizontally should be used before a more complete 
understanding of the role of topography is obtained. 

3.4. Relative Role of Thermal, Freshwater Flux and Wind 
Forcing 

As discussed in section 3.2, the mechanism for the internal 
variability is very different from that found by Weaver and 
Sarachik [1991a, b] and Weaver et al. [1991]. To quantita- 
tively show this, we conducted four more experiments in 
which we investigated the relative importance of thermal, 
freshwater flux, and wind forcing. In the first of these 
experiments (F1; Table 1) we started with an initial condition 
taken at year 3422 of experiment 1 and set the PE forcing to 
zero everywhere. The model was then integrated for a 
further 958 years, and to our surprise the variability re- 
mained largely unchanged with a period of 22 years. To test 
that our result was not somehow biased by the initial 
condition, we repeated experiment F1 except now we 
started from an initially resting, homogeneous ocean with 
5øC temperature and 35.12 psu salinity everywhere (experi- 
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Figure 12. (a) A snapshot of the surface salinity field (in 
practical salinity units) froB experiment 5. In this experi- 
ment 0.1 Sv freshwater was added only in the East Green- 
land Cu•ent region of the GIN Sea as a parametedzation of 
Arctic freshwater expo• into the Noah Atlantic. Experi- 
ment 5 unde•ent internal variability with a period of about 
17 years. (b) Levitus' [1982] sea surface salinity field (in 
practical salinity units) inte½olated onto a 3 ø by 3 ø grid. 

ment F2; Table 1). This model was integrated forward for 
2738 years and once more the variability appeared with the 
same nature, timescale, and mechanism. 

The next step was to investigate whether wind forcing was 
influencing our variability. In experiments F3 and F4 we 
repeated experiments F1 and F2 but now also set the wind 
forcing to zero everywhere (the model is now only thermally 
driven). The variability still occurred with the same nature, 
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timescale, and mechanism. Indeed, the magnitude of the 
basin-averaged heat flux over an oscillation was almost 
identical in experiments 1 and F1-F4. 

To this point all the ocean-modeling studies that the 
authors are aware of required a "haline dominant" regime 
for the existence of internal variability of the thermohaline 
circulation. In this particular study we have demonstrated 
and documented a mechanism for interdecadal variability 
which can exist in a thermally dominant regime. We call this 
oscillation a thermally driven convective/advective oscilla- 
tion. 

4. Summary 
In this paper we have discussed the mechanism and 

timescale of the thermohaline variability found in our coarse 
resolution simulations of the North Atlantic driven by ob- 
served forcing fields. We noted that the source for the 
variability was the Labrador Sea region of our model. In the 
slow phase of the oscillation, while the Labrador Sea was 
cooling, weak overturning occurred at the southwest bound- 
ary of Greenland. This deep-water formation region then 
moved to the northern wall of the Labrador Sea during the 
strong phase of the oscillation (once the cooling process/ 
zonal overturning had set up a sufficiently strong zonal 
pressure gradient). The timescale of the variability was 22 
years. 

There are, of course, several fundamental interactions 
within the climate system that are missing from our model so 
one should view our results with caution. Our use of mixed 

boundary conditions implies an infinite heat capacity atmo- 
sphere which is clearly a crude approximation. Furthermore, 
there is no feedback of the SST on the hydrological cycle. 
Our model does not contain an ice component. As shown by 
Yang and Neelin [1993] and Zhang et al. [1994], ice/ 
thermohaline interactions alone can provide mechanisms for 
thermohaline variability. It is also not dear whether or not 
the variability found in this coarse resolution model would 
carry over to a more realistic eddy resolving OGCM simu- 
lation. This is particularly worrying since the Labrador Sea 
was the most dynamically important region of the model yet 
the resolution in the Labrador Sea was very coarse. 

In the coupled atmosphere-ocean simulations of Delworth 
et al. [1993] the thermohaline circulation of the North 
Atlantic Ocean was found to undergo variability on the 40-50 
year timescale. The ocean surface characteristics of their 
model variability, as well as the location of its source, agree 
fairly well with the ocean only results conducted herein. It is 
not clear, however, to what extent the variability in the 
coupled ocean-atmosphere model is preconditioned by the 
mean PE field (flux correction plus annual mean). If the flux 
correction plus annual mean term is large in magnitude and 
of a form which contains much high-latitude structure, one 
might expect that the oceanic variability is determined by 
this structure with the higher-frequency PE variability pro- 
viding a stochastic forcing which excites the variability (as in 
the earlier modeling studies of, for example, Weaver et al. 
[1991, 1993]). The high-latitude variability in the atmosphere 
and ice components of the dimate system would then be 
forced by the internal thermohaline dynamics. Alternatively, 
it is plausible that a thermally-driven convective/advective 
mechanism might exist in Delworth et al.'s [1993] coupled 
atmosphere-ocean-ice model. If this is the case, the differ- 

ence in the timescales between their 40-50 year oscillation 
and the present 22-year oscillation could be associated with 
a longer cooling time of their Labrador Sea and/or a slower 
overturning timescale. This in turn could be due to the 
replacement of the restoring boundary condition and "ap- 
parent atmosphere" in our model by a fully interactive 
prognostic atmosphere. One would also expect the fully 
coupled model to dampen the ocean only model variability. 

R. Dickson (personal communication, 1992) suggested 
that the existence of shallow sills such as the Greenland- 

Iceland rise and the Iceland-Faroe rise may act to integrate 
out any variability in the GIN Seas so that overflow waters 
tend to be relatively time-invariant. This would be consistent 
with the Dickson et al. [1990] observation of the relatively 
constant water mass properties of the Denmark Strait Over- 
flow waters between June 1987 and July 1989 and the OGCM 
simulation of Moore and Reason [1993]. On the other hand, 
no such sill exists across the Labrador Sea or its outflow 

regions. The western North Atlantic is also the region of the 
most dramatic changes found in the present ocean only 
study, the SST observations of Kushnir [1994], and the 
coupled ocean-atmosphere simulation of Delworth et al. 
[1993]. It is therefore tempting to speculate that much of the 
decadal/interdecadal variability observed in the Atlantic 
(e.g., Levitus, 1989a, b, c, 1990; Kushnir, 1994] is linked to 
changes in the water mass formation properties of the 
Labrador Sea. However, dramatic climatic events (e.g., 
Younger Dryas, etc.) may well be linked to the change in 
properties of the Denmark Strait overflow (or lack thereof). 
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